
                

 The CRASH! materials are for high schools, junior high schools, and middle schools 

 No additional time is required to use the CRASH! resources – they are integrated as real-

world examples into existing lessons to make the topics more interesting to students 

 CRASH! is not a program, like D.A.R.E. – it does not requires a specific amount of time  

 CRASH! aligns with state learning guidelines, and supports state-mandated testing 

 Students are motivated by working on actual motor vehicle homicide police reports 

 A subtle, effective safe driving message is delivered without preaching about safety 

 States using CRASH!  have seen a significant reduction in teen traffic fatalities – after the 

first year using CRASH! in NH and RI teen driving fatalities went down by 25% 

 The CRASH! materials can be used again and again, year after year 

 An SRO is a natural way of connecting teachers to the CRASH! resource 

 CRASH! is the perfect “leave behind” when someone makes a presentation at a school, 

because it extends the message long after the presentation 

 A police officer or deputy does not teach the CRASH! activity – the CRASH! materials are 

for the classroom teacher (an officer may be available as a real-world resource) 

 One CRASH! Toolbox services every physics, science, math, biology, health, and  

driver’s ed teacher; duplicate materials can be printed from the Resources CD. 

 Because of copyrights, the CRASH! Toolbox should not be shared with another school 

 CRASH! is used to teach the same topics that are already being taught   

 View the 5-min video “What Is CRASH!”  @ www.legalsciences.com/CRASH! 

 CRASH! can be purchased for $400  ( $300 Law Enforcement discounted price)      

 CRASH! has been funded by a local businesses, Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions, etc. and by 

Sheriffs and Chiefs of Police 

    Info:     kwasnoski@aol.com     413-589-0793      www.legalsciences.com/CRASH! 
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